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Abstract
Vertically aligned arrays of multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWNT) are grown on Inconel™ 600,
a nickel-based super-alloy. Using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) growth of the MWNTs it is shown that a stable oxidation barrier is required
for the stabilization of iron on the substrate and subsequent nanotube growth. This evidence for
passivation oxide supported growth of MWNTs was then used to grow MWNTs on patterned
oxidized substrates in a selective growth furnace. The unique advantage of this patterned
growth on Inconel™ 600 is found to be the chromia passivation layer’s electrical conductivity
(measured value of 1.08 μ� m), creating the opportunity for low resistivity electrodes made
from nanotubes. Inconel substrates with 100 μm long aligned MWNTs are demonstrated to
exhibit an average resistance value of 2 �.

1. Introduction

Vertically aligned carbon nanotube (CNT) arrays grown on
conductive substrates [1–4] are of great interest for electronic
applications such as field emitters [5, 6], high surface area
electrodes [7] and other applications requiring good electrical
contact to the nanotube. Direct growth on metal substrates by
thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD) with direct in situ
catalyst deposition is of particular interest in these applications
due to the technique’s flexibility and ease of production. In the
paper by Talapatra et al [8] it was shown that Inconel™ 600
(a nickel-based super-alloy) not only produces aligned CNTs,
but also higher conductivity through the nanotube–substrate
interface. However, these encouraging results have yet to be
fully explained in the context of CNT–substrate interaction and
its ability to support and control CNT growth. Furthermore,
the significance of manipulating the oxide barrier on these
conductive substrates has yet to be fully realized.

It is well known that the substrate is critical to successful
CVD growth of aligned CNTs [9, 10]. It has also been
generally observed [11, 12] that CNTs can be grown on

substrates that act as diffusion barriers. The postulated
theory herein is that a stable diffusion barrier is required for
CNT CVD growth and in the specific case of Inconel it is
provided in the form of a conductive passivation oxide of
chromium. Moreover, it is shown that, by controlling the
oxide location by photolithography and etching, selective CNT
growth placement can be achieved while producing a low
resistance electrical contact.

2. Experimental details

To test the hypothesis that chromium oxide formation acts as
a diffusion barrier, Inconel™ 600, an alloy already known to
produce such an oxide [13], was chosen as the substrate. Four
versions of the Inconel substrate were created for XPS study;
a polished native metal, a polished and oxidized sample, a
polished native metal post-CVD processing sample and finally
a polished–oxidized post-CVD processed sample. Oxidation
was accomplished by heating a native-polished substrate to
850 ◦C for 45 s in air. This produced roughly a 100 nm thick
passivation oxide (blue in color). Prior to XPS evaluation,
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the nanotubes grown on the post-CVD oxidized sample were
removed.

One additional Inconel™ 600 sample was prepared
to illustrate the potential for controlled growth placement.
This sample used a polished–oxidized sample as the initial
substrate. Using standard photolithography, a pattern was
developed on the Inconel™ 600 substrate surface. The
substrate was then exposed to a dilute hydrofluoric acid (5%
HF) bath, etching any uncovered regions of the passivation
oxide. The wafer was then washed in acetone, removing the
mask, and used in a standard CVD growth process.

CNT growth was conducted for all substrates in a
ferrocene/xylene thermal CVD system configured for vapor
delivery and selectivity. Selectivity infers the ability of the
CVD growth chamber to be evacuated to a sufficient degree as
to eliminate oxidizing agents. In removing the oxidizing agents
the substrate is protected from developing diffusion barriers
over otherwise unoxidized surfaces [14]. In this configuration
the ferrocene is the iron catalyst and the xylene is the carbon
source. The 6′′ tube furnace with a temperature of 675 ◦C was
used for all samples. The ferrocene to xylene concentration
was 0.1 wt%. Vaporization of the solution was at 200 ◦C
with a backing gas of argon/hydrogen (85%/15%) at 455 sccm.
Substrates were placed within the tube furnace growth zone via
an in-vacuum sample stage. The chamber was then evacuated
to 50 m Torr and purged to atmospheric pressure with the same
Ar/H2 mix. The furnace was then brought to temperature and
the liquid feedstock was supplied to the preheating chamber at
0.6 ml min−1.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (PHI Instruments XPS
5400) depth profiling was used to determine the depth and
composition of the oxide layer. Thicker oxide samples were
depth-profiled using argon ion etching of the substrates at
approximately 2.5 nm per exposure cycle while the thinner
native oxide samples were etched at 0.4 nm/cycle. Nickel
2p, iron 2p, chromium 2p, carbon 1s and oxygen 1s peaks
were tracked via XPS for each cycle. The post-CVD oxidized
sample grew nanotubes which needed to be removed prior to
XPS study. The nanotubes were removed by taking a swab and
delicately brushing the surface. No solvent or abrasive was
used that would damage the surface to be analyzed.

Sheet resistivity measurements were taken using a four-
point probe configuration. Current was swept from 1 to
100 mA and the voltage recorded for both native and oxidized
Inconel™ 600, while taking particular care to preserve the thin
oxide. Scanning electron microscopy images were obtained
using a JEOL FESEM operating at 5 kV and 8 μA emission.

Resistance measurements were taken using a nano-
indenter configured for electrical contact resistance measure-
ments. Explicit details can be found in appendix C.

3. Results and discussion

To evaluate the elemental surface and sub-surface composition
of the Inconel™ substrates, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) depth profiles were taken of four substrates, a native
metal and oxidized metal sample before and after CVD (no
XPS was done on the patterned substrates).

Figure 1 shows the XPS depth profile of atomic
concentration for the four Inconel™ substrates. The native
sample (figure 1(A)) has a sub-5 nm chromium oxide layer
(as measured using the peak position in the oxygen profile).
Deeper into the substrate the expected iron, nickel and
chromium composition of Inconel™ 600 is found (as specified
by the manufacturer). For the native substrate post-CVD, the
absence of iron at the surface is notable when considering
the continuous deposition of iron within the CVD chamber.
This infers that the iron deposited during CVD has migrated
through the thin native oxide layer and into the bulk of the
Inconel™ substrate. The native post-CVD profile (figure 1(C))
also shows the loss of oxygen concentration occurring at the
outer surface; this is due to the large increase in carbon
concentration at the surface (in effect reducing the relative
concentration of oxygen).

Figures 1(B) and (D) show the XPS atomic concentration
results for the oxidized Inconel™ 600 substrate before and
after CNT growth. The pre-growth data shows an oxide
thickness of approximately 100 nm, with the ratio of chromium
to oxygen suggesting the oxide is Cr2O3. Post-growth, a
noticeable increase in iron and carbon content is found at
the outer surface of the oxide barrier as noted. The iron has
diffused about 20 nm into the oxide with a peak concentration
of roughly 10%, suggesting only moderate solubility of iron
in chromia. In a report by Sabioni [15] it was shown that
the effective diffusion coefficient of iron in thin film chromia
to be 9.4 × 20−17 cm2 s−1 at a temperature of 720 ◦C. This
value, using Fick’s second law, results in a diffusion depth of
21 nm for the CNT growth conditions (see appendix B for more
details).

Only oxidized Inconel™ was successful in growing
CNTs. The oxidation of Inconel™ produces a thin passivation
oxide layer which acts as a diffusion barrier to the deposition of
iron during the growth process. Figure 2 illustrates the process
by which the chromia layer facilitates the growth of CNTs (also
see appendix B).

In order for carbon nanotubes to grow via in situ
metal catalyst deposition CVD the supporting substrate must
be stable to the depositing metal catalyst. Metal-to-metal
deposition, which is the case for substrates that do not
have passivation layers, produces deleterious diffusion and
interaction at the catalyst/substrate interface. The diffusion
of catalyst into the substrate lowers the iron concentration at
the substrate surface, lowering the available catalyst for island
nucleation. The rate of iron diffusion will change over the
course of the CVD run based on the concentration gradient
of iron in the substrate. Higher concentrations of iron in the
substrate create less potential for iron to diffuse. The dynamic
change in the iron diffusion rate will create uncontrolled
time variant iron concentrations at the substrate surface. The
uncontrolled iron–substrate interaction will not allow for the
formation of stable catalyst islands and subsequently prohibits
the growth of carbon nanotubes. The use of XPS to verify
the composition and depth of the oxide coupled with the
observed selectivity of growth between the oxidized and native
substrates shows the effect of diffusion barriers on catalyst
stabilization and CNT growth.
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Figure 1. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of (A) native Inconel 600™ sample, (B) oxidized Inconel 600™ sample, (C) native Inconel
600™ sample post-CVD process, (D) oxidized Inconel 600™ sample post-CVD process and CNT removal.

Figure 2. Process of nucleation and growth for carbon nanotubes on a substrate. Surface oxide retards diffusion and allows for nucleation and
growth of catalyst islands.

The XPS data show that a 5 nm oxide is insufficient to
stop iron from diffusing into the substrate, while a thicker
oxide reaches iron saturation and allows for iron deposition
on the surface. Thus the 5 nm oxide layer can be considered
ineffective as a diffusion barrier and subsequently will not
grow CNTs (for further XPS analysis see appendix A).

The necessity of an oxide barrier for nanotube growth
would normally preclude metal substrate–nanotube assemblies
from having good conductivity. However, the conductivity
of arrays grown on Inconel™ is remarkably high compared

to CNT arrays grown on other substrates. It was shown
in figure 1 that the composition of the oxide is that of
chromia (Cr2O3), a known conducting oxide that is formed on
Inconel™ 600 [16, 17]. To validate this assertion, four-point
probe measurements were taken of the native and oxidized
Inconel™ substrates. The results of these tests are shown in
figure 3(A) where it can be seen that there is little increase in
the resistivity (increase of 0.03 μ� m) after the substrate has
been oxidized.
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Figure 3. (A) Four-point probe I versus V measurement for pre-and post-oxidation of Inconel™ 600. (B) Post-CVD CNT growth on
patterned substrate.

The advantage of chromium oxide barrier formation is
therefore twofold: it prevents iron from diffusing into the
bulk substrate, enabling nanotube growth, and it maintains
conductivity through the substrate. The passivation oxide’s
ability to selectively grow nanotubes on conducting substrates
is of apparent usefulness for electronic applications for its
increased ease of growth and CNT placement in a single step.

Figure 3(B) shows a photolithographically produced
pattern of vertically aligned CNTs grown on the Inconel™ 600
substrate. The photolithographic technique allows for the
oxide to have a very fine pattern applied which can successfully
control the location of CNT growth. The resulting resistance
of the MWNT arrays grown to a height of 100 μm is less than
2 �, which represents a significant decrease in array resistance
from previous reports (see appendix C for measurement detail).

4. Conclusion

Growth of aligned carbon nanotubes on Inconel™ 600 has
been demonstrated to rely upon a stable passivation diffusion
barrier. Using XPS to determine the composition and depth
of the passivation barrier, coupled with the control of CNT
growth by selective oxidation, provides evidence for this
required diffusion barrier. Four-point probe measurements
of the oxidized substrate show the chromia barrier and the
native substrate to have a negligible difference in resistivity.
Having this low a resistivity allows for good electrical contact
to the nanotube array. The measurement of a 2 � CNT array
resistance across its 100 μm thickness shows the substrate
and nanotube array are in good electrical contact. The
combined selectivity and conductivity offers an attractive
substrate for nanotube growth when considering potential
electronic applications.
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Appendix A. XPS analysis

Secondary analysis of the XPS data entails calculating the
binding energy of each depth profile before and after CNT
growth on the oxidized substrate. Figure A.1 shows the binding
energy profile data for the oxidized substrate pre- and post-
CVD growth for each of the four main elements in Inconel
(carbon is not shown but was also collected). Using the data in
figure A.1 a full width half-maximum center point is calculated
as the binding energy. Figure A.2 shows this binding energy
versus depth plot for the post-CVD oxidized Inconel™ 600
substrate (where successful growth occurred).

A shift in binding energy indicates a change in the bonding
configuration of the material. For the case of nickel, iron
and chromium in figure A.2 the binding energy shift indicates
an initial oxidation state. For iron, this oxidation layer is
extremely thin (less than 15 nm), likely surface oxidation
or an iron carbide compound (as carbon has a significant
concentration through 15 nm). For nickel there is an oxidized
state for the first 50–75 nm of the substrate. However, this does
not correspond to the oxygen nor is there a significant nickel
concentration in the first 50–75 nm. The two elements with a
high concentration and complimentary profiles are chromium
and oxygen. These two elements show bonding through
150 nm and each show significant atomic concentration. This
demonstrates that chromium oxide is the likely primary oxide
stabilizing the iron film which is of high concentration in the
outer layer of the Inconel™ 600 substrate.

Appendix B. Diffusion barrier analysis

Inconel™ 600 is a metal where a chromium oxide passivation
barrier is formed upon exposure to an oxidizing environment.
This native barrier, at less than 5 nm thick for room temperature
air exposure, is insufficient to stop diffusion and interaction
between the catalyst iron and the underlying metal (at CVD
processing temperatures). With further oxidation in air
at elevated temperature the chromium oxide layer becomes
sufficiently thick to produce the desired diffusion barrier during
CVD processing. This barrier promotes surface diffusion on
the substrate rather than bulk diffusion due to the low iron
solubility in the oxide surface. Given the correct growth
parameters, this surface diffusion allows for the growth of
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Figure A.1. XPS binding energy intensity profiles for the four main constituent elements in the Inconel™ 600 substrate after oxidation and
growth of CNTs (CNTs removed for XPS analysis). (A) Oxygen profile, (B) chromium profile, (C) iron profile, (D) nickel profile.

Figure A.2. XPS binding energy versus depth for oxidized Inconel™ 600 after CNT growth. (A) Profile for oxygen, (B) profile for
chromium, (C) profile for iron and (D) profile for nickel.
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Figure B.1. Illustration of the steps for CNT growth on a stable oxide substrate. Substrate (A) represents the nucleating island while substrate
(B) represents the nanotube growth phase.

carbon nanotubes from the nucleated islands of iron on the
oxide barrier. Figure B.1 gives a detailed illustration of the
primary points of this argument.

The point to be made is that the chromia barrier serves
to impede the diffusion rate of iron into the substrate, thus
allowing iron to accumulate on the oxide surface. Additionally,
the iron diffusion rate should reach a steady state quickly
(meaning low iron solubility), allowing the CNT growth to
initiate and grow under stable conditions. If the barrier is too
thin or has too high an iron solubility, the iron will likely not
reach a sufficient surface concentration to allow for catalyst
island formation. Furthermore, any catalyst island that would
form under such conditions would be undergoing continuous
and rapid mass loss into the substrate and would likely be stable
for only a very short time, insufficient to grow CNTs of any
significant length.

We can attempt to validate the diffusion barrier theory by
employing Fick’s second law to calculate the iron diffusion
distance that would be reached in a chromia film and
comparing it to the XPS data. From the report by Sabioni et al
[15] we know that the effective diffusion coefficient of iron in
chromia at CVD growth temperature would be approximately
9.4 × 20−17 cm2 s−1 (‘approximately’ due to slight impurities
in the Inconel 600™ film). Fick’s second law can then be
solved for the distance of iron diffusion for a 50 min growth
time (time used to grow CNTs) knowing the concentration
of iron at the surface and at the peak of the observed
diffusion. The distance at which this peak concentration
occurs should correspond to the expected diffusion distance
calculated. Indeed when we calculate the diffusion depth we
find it to be 21 nm and the observed depth to be approximately
20–25 nm.

Appendix C. CNT resistance and resistivity
measurement

In figure C.1 the average resistance value for the 100 μm
nanotube array grown on Inconel™ 600 can be found. The
value of 2.00 � is less than previous reports of resistance which
are in the 10–100 � range [8]. Nanotube array resistance

Figure C.1. Cycled resistance measurement of 100 μm long MWNT
array grown on Inconel 600™ substrate.

was measured using a modified nano-indenter configured for
voltage/current measurement. The probe tip was constructed
with a 2 mm diameter gold sphere tip connected to a
current source. The circuit is completed via electrical pads
connected to the Inconel™ 600 substrate, effectively making
the nanotubes the resistive element. The nano-indenter is made
to contact the array and indent to a specified force (25 mN).
This cycle takes 10 s and was repeated 3000 times at the same
location to get an average value of resistance by recording the
voltage while passing 5 mA of current.

Using approximate calculations of the contact area of
the probe tip into the nanotube array the resistivity can be
calculated to be of the order of 1.2 × 10−2 � cm assuming
the length of the nanotube when compressed still behaves
as their full length of 100 μm. This value is in reasonable
agreement with the theoretical values of 1 × 10−3 � cm for
metallic nanotubes and 1 × 101 � cm [18] for semiconducting
nanotubes. The perturbations observed in the resistance values
can be attributed to variations in the force being applied to
the array. Both transducer drift and physical changes in the
array are observed (compaction of the array and separation of
the aligned nanotube state) leading to a moderately unsteady
application of compressive load while closing the circuit.
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